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Welcome to ATTACK! a two-page occasional publication. Most of ATTACK! will be concerned with the holistic
curriculum which, if acted on, is a fundamental way to undermine the present undemocratic education system. Don’t be
discouraged if opportunities to teach holistically are limited, do your best, be a guardian, and act as a witness to this
culturally significant and inspiring way of teaching and learning. ATTACK! is a partner to
https://networkonnet.wordpress.com

A definition of the holistic and the aspect within it that would do most to transform
the present highly unsatisfactory use of computers
The main aim of Attack! is to promulgate the holistic to the benefit of teachers and children and the
transformation of the present education system.
The nature of the curriculum is fundamental to the nature of an education system: if it is a measurementbased curriculum, it must be a top-down education system; if it is a holistic curriculum (in the sense of
allowing its expression), it must be a participatory one.
In the following paragraph is my definition of the holistic. From time-to-time I will return to concentrate on
one aspect within it. In this issue, I want to concentrate on the aspect that if understood and acted on
would do most to transform the present highly unsatisfactory use of computers.
The holistic philosophy is about the interaction of the cognitive and the affective; the combination of
knowledges – teacher and academic (also other); teaching and learning being organised by broad aims
(assisted by criteria that can be seen as converted objectives); broad aims being an expression of the
essence of curriculum areas; learning being meaningful, exploratory, and challenging (hence the attention
to discovery learning and problem solving); learning experiences having shape extending from an
introduction, to gaining information, to using that information flexibly, to a conclusion; learning being
coherent and organic not fragmented and desultory; children having significant control over their learning;
observational evaluation being central; and individual needs being attended to through a combination of
open-ended class activities and one-to-one teaching.
The aspect selected is: ‘learning experiences having shape extending from an introduction, to gaining
information, to using that information flexibly, to a conclusion’. I know, education being what it is, that will
be interpreted in many different ways. But teachers working things out for themselves is a central
characteristic of the holistic.
I would like you to consider the difference the application of that aspect would have made to the forlorn
classroom practices described below. The description is a principal’s contribution to the Comments section
of networkonnet.
About 15 years ago, the principal writes, I visited a new school that had been set up down the road by an
ultra-orthodox religious group. The students sat at desks and worked through a series of structured
workbooks. This was the curriculum. They worked at their own pace and held a little flag up when they
needed help from the teacher. The curriculum, books, and support material, came from America.
Recently, after visiting one of the new ‘modern-innovative learning environment’ schools, I was
immediately struck by the incredible similarity to what I had seen 15 years previously. There were lists of
exemplars, objectives, outcomes hanging on a wall or displayed on a computer, and the children working
through them at their own pace ticking them off as they completed tasks as demonstrating ‘learning’.
Somehow the fact that these prescriptive lists were on a fancy wall or on an electronic book was seen as

some wonderful achievement. That student progress was publicly displayed confirms that it was a
manifestation of of the appalling American Data Wall concept.
These new environments are an educational wasteland. The buildings that house them are a cheap answer
to new school demand and the teaching within them a response to national standards and a misplaced
faith in IT rather than sound pedagogy. The curriculums are the most highly defined of any I have seen
and stifling of any creativity. I find the whole caboodle highly objectionable. What can we do to change the
direction of our curriculum and education system?

Elwyn Richardson and his authenticity
Before I began the website networkonnet in 2007, I sat at my desk for three
months and went through Elwyn Richardson’s In the Early World to
understand him better. Elwyn, as many of us know, was a formative influence
in the development of the holistic resulting from his teaching (1949 - 1962)
at Oruaiti, a small country school in Northland.
I closely examined his work with children and, as expected, found it authentic and inspiring. It is not the
purpose of these excerpts to dwell on aspects of his somewhat awkward personality – their purpose is to
demonstrate that though he presented himself as a ‘man alone’, he was very much a ‘man of his time’:
and, for those concerned for a humanistic education, for ours as well. There is, though, an important
paradox here: as for Elwyn Richardson, so for teachers, we are all men or women of our time, but to live
up to the highest ideals of teaching in a democratic society, there is also a need to be men or women
alone – alone in the sense of insisting on developing our own teacher knowledge. The idea of teacher
developed knowledge is a key one to take from Elwyn Richardson’s example. A teacher’s knowledge,
interacting with the knowledges of other teachers in the crucible that is schools, should be recognised as
the fundamental knowledge synthesis.

Elwyn Richardson demonstrates his genius in inspiring children
One part of his genius was recognising the genius of the child in the first place (would we have?); the
other part was the sincerity of writing, the sharp observation, and the imaginative expression he fostered
in all his teaching (do we?).
A girl writes a poem about grass, not by describing grass, but by
describing what she saw when looking through the grass.
Small balls of rain fall down and spit up in tiny streaks of white.
Leaves knotted by strings of weeds.
Leaves like cups hold blobs of water.
Drops of water trail down leaves and peak at the top.
Bird’s wings doubles as it flies.
Twigs uneven like a fork.
The dripping tap splits into tracks.
It was to prove a transformational moment for the girl. But how many of us would recognise this as
remarkable expression? Richardson pounces on it as an expression of what can happen if you free
children’s thinking to develop pictures or images in their mind, expressing those in art, writing powerful
statements, writing poems, or short pieces. He called the poems that resulted, ‘found’ poems, that is,
images found that are then expressed in poems. Richardson was intrigued by the girl’s poem. Each line
describes, he says, a separate image, but they add up, he says, to a feeling of a whole. It was as though,
he writes, ‘she was still drawing, but with words.’

